
VERSION CONTENTS REPORT

VERSION : 2.0.15.1 RELEASED :

REF MODULE DESCRIPTION TYPE COUNTRIES

FOC-1780 Benefits EnhancementThe grid columns 'Payment', 'Tax' and 'Underpaid' have 
been removed from the Benefit Screen Claimed tab. The 
columns have also been removed from the Print/Preview 
List report when they are not present on the current 
displayed grid.

All

FOC-2903 Benefits BugIn the NHS/Corporate Tracking screen, if the NHS 
institution was the first alphabetically, there was an error 
on loading the screen and no claims could be progressed 
for that institution.

All

FOC-3491 Benefits BugOn the Claim Adjustment screen, the 'Reason For 
Adjustment' selection control was empty so nothing 
could be chosen

All

FOC-3006 Bulk Updates BugIn the Bulk Updates screen, if the ‘CL Trial Lenses' 
checkbox was ticked and then subsequently unticked, 
then, when the user selected to apply the changes an 
unnecessary validation message was displayed stating 
‘You have not selected any contact lenses to apply trial 
lenses updates. Are you sure you wish to continue to 
apply updates?'

All

FOC-2507 CL 
Examinations

EnhancementIn the clinical records, on the Contact Lens Examination 
screen, there is now a prompt to ask if the user wishes 
to overwrite the right/left details when the copy to 
right/left buttons are pressed.

All

FOC-2744 CL Refraction Bug In the CL Rx screen, when copying converted 
prescription details using the Copy Previous button, a 
"Field not found" error occurred.

All

FOC-2746 CL Refraction BugThe Dispense button in the CL Rx screen is disabled if 
the fitting type selection is Check-Up only. However, the 
button was not enabled when the user changed the fitting 
type to another.
The fitting type will also change the status of the 'Update 
Recall' checkbox if the prescription date is today. If the 
fitting type is 'Trial' then it will be unticked, otherwise it 
will be ticked.

All

FOC-2748 CL Refraction BugThe tick box for 'Update Recall' on the contact lens 
prescription screen was ignoring the system setting for 
being auto-ticked.
The tick box was also ticked for all prescriptions. This 
behaviour has now been changed so that it is ticked 
when:-
1) A new prescription or visit is being entered
2) When scrolling through the prescriptions, only the 
ones with todays date will have a tick (unless it is a trial 
type)

All

FOC-2753 CL Refraction BugThere was a closed dataset error in the logfiles when 
entering the contact lens prescription screen. No 
message was displayed on screen for the user.

All

FOC-3045 CL Refraction BugIn the contact lens prescription screen (enhanced 
version) if a previous prescription was copied into the new 
prescription then the 'update recall' checkbox became 
unticked

All

FOC-3256 CL Refraction BugWhen running on a Windows 8 or Windows 10 client, the All
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contact lens prescription screen would sometimes freeze 
if a part value had been typed in a dropdown control and 
nothing selected and then another dropdown clicked

FOC-3334 CL Refraction BugTabs on the clinical Contact Lens RX screen were 
displaying with the wrong size font

All

FOC-2747 Central 
Maintenance

BugA new setting has been added that allows users to 
switch on validation of the contact lens material field.

All

FOC-2886 Central 
Maintenance

EnhancementFocus 2.0 running in a Central Maintenance system now 
allows the viewing of the Suppliers List in the 
Configuration/Product menu

All

FOC-3036 Central 
Maintenance

BugIn the Central Maintenance Recall Screen the letter 
name was missing from the selected patient recall 
history list.

All

FOC-3038 Central 
Maintenance

BugIn Central Maintenance in the Recall Screen, when 
selecting the print screen for the first time, the Print and 
Preview buttons were not enabled

All

FOC-3186 Clinical 
Records

BugIn the handover screen, if a visit was converted from 
Focus 1.0, then sometimes the 'examined by' 
optometrist was missing. This then forced the user to 
enter a valid optometrist for the examined by field. 
Validation rules have now been changed so that 
converted visits will not have this problem.

All

FOC-3426 Clinical 
Records

BugThe Outstanding Handovers worklist screen contained 
grid columns for the Visit Origin and Outcome. These 
were both displaying internal numbers (from 1 to 5) 
instead of the actual text values those numbers relate to.

All

FOC-783 Communicatio
History

Enhancement(Clinical Only) A new 'Communications History' screen 
has been added into Focus 2.0. The Letter button on the 
left hand toolbar now has a dropdown menu with the 
option for this new screen. 
If the Letter button is pressed without clicking on the 
dropdown arrow, the Letters screen is the default.

All

FOC-2829 Configuration BugIn the Prescription Reports section of Option 
Maintenance the word 'contact' was incorrectly spelt.

All

FOC-3096 Configuration EnhancementThe payment method printed on the till receipt for a 
payment taken from a prepaid patient's account was 
easily confused with when a sale was being charged to 
account (COD). A new configuration option has been 
added that allows the business to configure the label to 
be used on the Account/COD button in the till screen 
and the payment method printed on the receipt.

All

FOC-3126 Configuration BugThe Prescription report located in the Rx module had a 
practice name which included a practice name followed 
by a practice number. This is now controlled by a 
system setting.
'REPORTS', 'INCLUDE PRACTICE NUMBER'

All

FOC-3247 Contact 
Lenses

BugIn the contact lens trials screen and the contact lens 
dispense screen, the left eye Alpha Add control was 
populating with the values from the right eye lens.

All

FOC-2012 Diary BugThe go to appointment button will now display the diary All
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on the correct clinic for the selected appointment

FOC-2825 Diary BugIf an empty diary appointment slot was copied or cut and 
pasted, 'Appt Booked' type analysis codes were being 
created incorrectly.

All

FOC-2888 Diary EnhancementThere are 2 new right-click options in the diary
1) Ad-Hoc labels/forms
 2) Create referral

All

FOC-3616 Diary BugIn the Diary, using the Enter key in either the name, 
motivation or status drop down boxes was not selecting 
the highlighted row in the drop down box, either selecting 
nothing or the first item in th

All

FOC-2553 Dispensing EnhancementA new option called "Follow-up contact lens 
appointment" has been added to dispense fulfilment 
screen for patient order notification funcionality.

All

FOC-2624 Dispensing BugWhen "Discount Tax" was applied to the dispense at the 
till, the Dispense record Net Amount, VAT Amount and 
Total Amount figures were incorrectly stored in the 
database.

All

FOC-2912 Dispensing BugWhen a late benefit was adjusted and the amount was 
recouped to the patient account the late benefit dispense 
was not reopened so the money could be collected from 
the patient.

All

FOC-3001 Dispensing BugThe spectacle dispense screen gave 'missing field' errors 
on the lenses tab.

All

FOC-3160 Dispensing EnhancementWhen reviewing the content of a spectacles dispense, 
either from the Edit button within a new dispense, or the 
Review button in the dispense review or orders module, 
there is a delay on the retrieval of the frame trace 
associated with that pair. The delay will not occur 
everywhere and is very database dependent. The 
underlying problem is that the SQL is attempting to find 
the trace for either the dispense itself (where the trace 
was loaded for that dispense or an approxishape 
selected) or the trace from the frame library. The result is 
that the SQL is having to scan a very large table with an 
OR clause on both the dispense group ID and product 
enterprise ID.

All

FOC-3287 Dispensing BugThe previous spectacle dispenses dialog screen was not 
always showing all previous dispenses for a patient. If the 
Jobs screen had been accessed during the current 
session, the previous dispenses displayed were not 
correct

All

FOC-3494 Dispensing EnhancementIn spectacle dispensing a search button has been added 
to the lens code dropdown controls. This will invoke the 
catalogue search dialog and will obey any lens criteria 
added at the top of the Lens Details tab

All

FOC-3495 Dispensing EnhancementNew Lens Criteria selections have been added to the 
spectacle dispense screen. These criteria work for both 
the preferred lenses grid and for the lens selection 
dropdowns. The preferred lenses grid also now allows 
filtering by the Category column to aid with the 
management of large preferred lens collections

All
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The 3 new criteria dropdowns are:-
Supplier
Colour
Style

The Lens Criteria dropdown has been renamed to Material

FOC-3497 Dispensing EnhancementIn spectacle dispensing, if a pair of lenses is selected on 
the Spectacles tab and a lens is selected either from the 
right or left lens combos, the other lens will be 
automatically populated with the same lens.

All

FOC-3581 Dispensing EnhancementIn the Dispense Fulfilment screen there is an option to 
set the frame status to be 'None - Remote Edge' which 
should enforce a trace of the frame to be present.
The setting for enforcing a frame trace for remote edge 
orders was not being loaded by Focus 2.0. This meant 
that it was possible to send the job without a frame trace.

All

FOC-3582 Dispensing EnhancementThe Jobs screen has a tab called 'Rejections' which 
displays electronic ordering rejected jobs. A count of the 
number of rejected jobs has been added to this tab to act 
as a prompt that there has been a problem with job(s). If 
there are no rejected orders then no count will be 
displayed.

All

FOC-3605 Dispensing BugIn spectacle dispensing there is now a control for 
entering the frame mounting. If the frame record does not 
already have a mounting type, one can be entered at 
dispense time and that value will be saved in the frame 
record for future use.

All

FOC-3617 Dispensing EnhancementIn spectacle dispensing, there is now the facility to add 
box measurement details for the chosen frame

All

FOC-3743 Dispensing BugOn the spectacle dispensing screen, when viewing a 
historical order from either the Jobs screen or the 
Dispense History screen, the frame measurements, 
frame mounting and freeform measurements were blank.

All

FOC-3162 GOS Forms Bug(Wales Only) GOS 4 form was unconfigurable because 
each time field alignment was changed the form used to 
reset the field default values.

All

FOC-3257 GOS Forms BugAn error " is not a valid date " was occurring when the 
user clicked preview on a GOS 6 form for a patient with 
no date of birth.

All

FOC-3462 GOS Forms Enhancement (Scotland Only) The Scottish GOS1 claims can now be 
submitted directly to OWF web site

All

FOC-2828 General BugThe error message when the client loses connection to 
the server had a spelling mistake.

All

FOC-2662 Letters BugWhen configured to use MS Word integration as the 
letter template editor within the Recall module, the multi 
template preview would occasionally give error 
"Exception: Access Violation at address...". Microsoft 
Word Error - message handling has been improved.

All

FOC-2785 Letters BugWhen MS Word Integration is enabled and "Referral In / 
Referral Out" letters was opened within the application 
and then the application was closed the Access 
Violation error was occurring.

All
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FOC-457 Letters EnhancementLetter templates code has been refactored to support 
high-resolution images within the letter templates.

All

FOC-1956 Main Patient 
Display

EnhancementA new column showing the Surgery Name has been 
added to the GP dropdown on the main patient screen

All

FOC-3182 Marketing BugIn the Marketing Analysis screen, the 'deleted patients' 
Query Parameter returned results that were the opposite 
of what they should have been. The Active option 
returned inactive patients and the Deleted option returned 
active patients

All

FOC-3339 Menu EnhancementA new Webinar web page has been added to the 
application Configuration menu, to provide the user with 
upcoming webinar details and a registration form.

All

FOC-2924 Ocuco 
Catalogue

BugAt the initial use of Ocuco Lens Catalog import, users 
are asked if they want to decommission current 
products. The list of current products were missing from 
the screen if the EDI file format on the supplier record is 
not populated.

All

FOC-2940 Ocuco Lens 
Catalogue

EnhancementWhen users perform an Ocuco contact lens catalog 
update, the application will display all new items and 
updated items after the update process. In previous 
versions the system would display the item even if no 
change was made. They will no longer be displayed now 
so that users will have a better understanding of what 
has been actually updated.

All

FOC-3738 Ordering BugIf an electronic spectacle order had been rejected by the 
supplier, the rejection reason was not being displayed in 
the patient orders screen

All

FOC-2033 Orders EnhancementA new setting has been added to allow the editing of 
dispense notes for jobs that are on the 'On Order' tab.

All

FOC-2931 Patient EnhancementA confirmation message was added to alert the user 
when they are marking patient as deceased, inactive, 
active, or as no longer deceased. The confirmation 
messages are controlled by the settings.

All

FOC-3447 Patient BugIf a patient is assigned a Recall Cancelled Reason of 
'Deceased' then the DECEASED column in the 
PATIENTS table should be set to 1. This was not 
happening if the patient already had a Recall Cancelled 
Reason assigned to them before being changed to 
DECEASED.

All

FOC-3479 Patient BugIf the patient notes was accessed via the prompt 'This 
patient has an outstanding action' Focus 2.0 was not 
checking to see if someone else had already accessed 
the notes for that patient.
This could lead to either new notes not being saved or a 
secoid notes record being created for the patient in error.

All

FOC-3406 Payment and 
Supply 
Manager

BugThe PASM Dispatch Note was printing the gross amount 
rather than the discounted amount

All

FOC-2907 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

EnhancementIn the Payment and Supply Manager (PASM) the files All
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produced for electronic submission to Eazipay, the 
AUDDIS and BACs files, have been changed to match 
the new format and are now SHA2 Compliant.

FOC-3218 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

BugIf the PASM Dispatch Screen had been used during a 
Focus 20 session, there was an 'Invalid Variant' error 
when the user tried to Quit from the app.

All

FOC-3335 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

BugWhen Microsoft Word integration is enabled and letters 
were previewed in the PASM module an 'Access 
Violation at address' error was occurring.

All

FOC-3469 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

EnhancementA new system setting has been added to the PASM 
module to facilitate DD letters to use patient practice 
details and not the patient mandate practice details when 
letters get merged with the practice details.

All

FOC-3459 Recalls EnhancementA confirmation message was added to alert the user 
when they are changing Recall method to 'None' within 
the patient summary screen. The confirmation message 
is configurable.

All

FOC-2376 Receipts BugWhen a dispense had a benefit and a late discount, the 
VAT receipt printed was not including the benefit amount 
in the total.

All

FOC-2609 Refraction BugIn the Non-Clinical version there was an internal error 
which could cause problems with adding multiple 
spectacle prescriptions on the same day and with some 
reports.

All

FOC-3301 Refraction BugIt was not possible to amend and existing prescription or 
create a new prescription in the Focus 2.0 Clinical Spec 
Rx screens as all the controls were set to be disabled.

All

FOC-762 Refraction EnhancementIf a high prescription was entered in the Basic Rx or 
Summary tabs, the user was not prompted to enter a 
BVD. A new configuration option has been added to 
Configuration/Option Maintenance/Prescriptions to allow 
this prompt. 

There are now 2 BVD validation options in the System 
Options screen :-
1) To denote if validation is mandatory in the prescription 
screens for high prescriptions.
2) To denote if validation is mandatory in the dispensing 
screen for high prescriptions.

All

FOC-1044 Reports EnhancementA new report called 'Stock Age' is now available.  This 
report lists the items in stock, the purchases made, and 
the time these have spent in stock allowing the user to 
detect slow moving items.

All

FOC-1877 Reports EnhancementThe Sales Breakdown report can now be grouped by 
Examiner or Dispenser and the option to print Nett or 
Gross totals has been added to the report config options.

All

FOC-2385 Reports BugThe VAT Audit report was showing negative values under 
the Discounts section for late discount lines, when it 
should only show zeros. Negative values are no longer 
shown as this made the report difficult to understand.

All

FOC-2658 Reports BugWhen only one Contact Lens prescription was populated, 
the Contact Lens prescription report or Contact Lens 

All
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Handover report displayed the field names instead of 
being empty as per contact lens prescription.

FOC-2830 Reports BugThe ZZ Report and the Cashbook Report had two 
checkbox options that were not applicable for these 
reports ("Include benefits" and "Include DD payments"). 
The checkboxes have been removed

All

FOC-2925 Reports BugThe Paid Patient Daily Sales Breakdown Report was not 
displaying the correct payment for sales with late 
discounts that were paid off by an amount that is more 
than the sale amount. ie, resulting in customers getting 
change back.

All

FOC-3043 Reports BugThe Sales Breakdown report and the Patient Sales 
Breakdown report have options that allow the reports to 
display either Nett of Discount or Gross Sale totals.
When running the Nett of Discounts view of the reports, if 
the system is configured to allow for late discounts, the 
report totals were not excluding the late discounts as 
they should. In order to address this, the Nett of 
Discounts view of the reports have been modified to 
display a column called Late Discount (if the system is 
configured to allow for late discounts) that shows the 
total late discounts applied for the day, month or year 
(based on the selection of the 'One Line Per' option by 
the user) . The Discount column, and the Gross column 
has been removed from this view.

All

FOC-3319 Reports BugThe Discount By Type and Discount By Dispenser 
reports had a column heading of 'Date/Time' when only 
the date was being displayed.

All

FOC-3399 Reports BugThe Back Office Report Group button is now working 
consistently.

All

FOC-3439 Reports BugIn the Nett of view of the Sales Breakdown report, the 
VAT total of each column on the left side of the report 
was displaying the VAT applicable to the Gross Sale 
value rather than Nett Sale value.

All

FOC-3456 Reports Enhancement A new configuration option has been added to allow for 
the staff member's qualifications to be printed on the 
refraction report. 
 'Refraction Report', 'Add Rx Staff Qualification'

All

FOC-3457 Reports EnhancementThe Contact Lens Rx report included a label showing the 
practice name and the practice number. The inclusion of 
the number is now controlled by a configuration option.

All

FOC-3463 Reports EnhancementThe invoice report has been changed to allow for an 
optional additional footer to be printed when the invoice 
contains a patient's own frame.

All

FOC-3470 Reports BugVAT Breakdown Report had two Standard VAT type 
entries, one line used correct VAT rate and the second 
one had VAT rate of 0. The VAT rate 0 was incorrectly 
created when a late discount was applied to a part paid 
dispense at the till and then put to patients account and 
then afterwards tendered at the suited time.

All

FOC-3471 Reports BugVAT Breakdown Report had two Standard VAT type 
entries, one line used correct VAT rate and the second 

All
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one had VAT rate of 0. The VAT rate 0 was incorrectly 
created when a late discount was applied to a part paid 
dispense at the till and then put to patients account and 
then afterwards tendered at the suited time.

FOC-3539 SMS Survey EnhancementA new Patient Surveys feature has been added to Focus. 
To facilitate this, a new checkbox has been added to the 
patient screen to denote whether or not the patient has 
agreed to receive surveys. 
This can be defaulted to Yes or No for new patients 
depending on the setting used for whether or not new 
patients default to receiving SMS messages

All

FOC-2999 Stock and 
Catalogue

BugIn the application a specific file extension attachments 
were not opening in Windows 10 and ‘The application 
associated with this extension can not be determined' 
message was displayed.

All

FOC-3321 Stock and 
Catalogue

BugThe Catalogue Search screen had a font size for rows in 
the grid which was slightly larger than the standard font 
size used in Focus 2.0

All

FOC-3484 Stock and 
Catalogue

BugThe Stock Orders screen had a 'DC Orders' tab which 
should not have been present in Focus 2.0

All

FOC-2514 Till EnhancementA new 'basket' facility has been added to the till to allow 
the user to pay for multiple sales in one tendering 
operation.

All

FOC-2749 Till EnhancementThe Till Receipt can now be previewed and printed from 
the Receipt screen when the "Send To Till" button is 
selected in dispensing module.

All

FOC-3122 Till BugThe application supports a configuration whereby the 
business can pre-select the clinic dates on which the 
diaries are to be available for booking. Selection of these 
dates can be either by inclusion (pick when available) or 
exclusion (pick when not available). When running in 
inclusion mode, single clicking on the calendar control in 
the diary configuration was not highlighting the date 
meaning that the user was only able to press the On 
button to select the whole month, and then turn the 
dates off.

All

FOC-3467 Till BugThere were some instances of VAT being calculated 
incorrectly on fees, where there were VATable fees 
configured on the system. This was particularly to do 
with where they were sold from the till as opposed to the 
dispense screen.

All

FOC-2862 Web Diary BugIf the GoTo Appointment button was used in the Web 
Matching screen, the next time the Diary screen was 
entered an Access Violation error would occur

All

FOC-3485 eGOS BugThere was a new feature that was added that allows 
Scottish customers to send GOS1 claim data 
electronically to the NHS via a web browser. As part of 
this enhancement new validation changes have been 
added and several labels and messages have been 
changed.

All

FOC-3517 eGOS EnhancementOn the Scottish GOS1 claim form the labels for Partner All
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have been changed to Guardian / Carer in the Patient 
Details tab so that they match the labels on the NHS 
website.
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